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just step by step contains a wealth of information in the form of articles that can help guide you through each step of your journey. before starting
any of the programs, read all the information and articles to get a better understanding of what youll be doing. in the strength track, we work with
our arms and shoulders to set up our hips to do some killer hip thrusts with the firecracker track. we keep our momentum going in the mixed step
track by breaking down and building up with some of our favorite techniques: light saber squats, the cat, the finisher, and even the moby dick! les
mills is the premier group fitness brand that focuses on fitness for all. a combination of fitness, music, and fun, les mills bodystep classes are
designed to drive you to perform at your highest potential. we believe that working out should be fun and enjoyable, and we strive to create
workouts you can't stop thinking about! to get a quick calorie burn and an extra pump, we use the garden track, which is our toughest track and
features some exercises from the bodystep intensive. you can still do some cardio with the jumping sequence, our running track, or you can mix in
some strength to put on some muscle and tone up. regardless of your fitness level, our bodystep classes are designed to help you achieve your
goals. with regular bodystep classes, you can easily burn as many as 3,000 calories per week, and we help you get there through a mix of aerobic,
strength, and body conditioning exercises. the classes are usually set up to challenge your body and improve your fitness levels, and the music is
tailored to help you go at your best. we encourage you to have fun and get creative during your workout!
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